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Liz Mandrell 
Featured Writer 
The youngest of five children, Liz Mandrell lived on a small tobacco farm in 
Bourbon County until she was eighteen. After rambling from Florida to Kentucky 
for a few years, she finally received her BA in English from the University of 
Kentucky in 1990, and later her MA in English from Morehead State University in 
1996. Mandrell taught English at Montgomery County High School for three 
years and then opened a used bookstore with her husband, Darrell, in Mt. Sterling 
in 1996. She currently teaches composition at MSU. Her goal these days is to 
write one good sentence a day and to stay away from circus clowns. 
Interview w/ Liz Mandrell, conducted by Jarrod R. Lowe 10/7/99 
JL: When did you know you wanted to write? 
LM: I have written all my life. I learned to read and write before I went to school which gave me some time to 
be more objective as to what was going on in a first grade classroom. But I remember writing books with my 
mother. I mean I couldn't write yet, but we would look at something like .. .I can remember looking at my 
brother picking his nose, I remember this particularly ... She still has this story about why he was picking his 
nose. She would ask me why he was doing this. It was kind of a big joke. In third grade I had a teacher who 
was a very gifted writer and she gave us a lot of space. This was pre-portfolio, pre-KERA, so she really encour-
aged me. I also had a writing teacher in high school that was just exceptional. So, I guess I've always known I 
wanted to write in some way, maybe not professionally, because I chose to be an English major ... because, 
looking back I would have chosen to be a Journalism major. But at the time writing was kind of the thing to do, 
I didn't write stories per se, and I don't write as much fiction now as I used to. 
JL: What do you write the most now? 
LM: Right now I'm writing more non-fiction, more essays. The book that I'm working on, which hopefully will 
be ready for someone to look at, in December. They're more observations. It's not a "how to-" book, not "How 
To Run A Bookstore." It is my observations as a female ... essays on book selling in the little town of Mount 
Sterling, where the illiteracy rate is 45% and, y'know, cockfighting is the sport of kings (laughs). 
JL: You were influenced by CD Collins, who came to Morehead to read last spring ... 
LM: She's been a big influence on me, as far as revision ... cutting out unnecessary things, being economical. 
She's a poet, so she's dense. She's much more dense than me (laughs). 
JL: So when you started writing, who were you influenced by? Who did you like to read? 
LM: Oh, well... 
JL: Fear Street? 
LM: (laughs) Actually .. .! had a sixth grade teacher who, she wasn't a writer, but she saw that I had finished all 
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those stupid SRA labs. I don't know if you had those, but I finished them in the first week and I hated them so 
much. I was like, "Give me something to read, give me something to read," and so she gave me James 
Mitchner's Chesapeake, which is a book this thick. And this is the sixth grade, and she was like, "Read this," so 
I did. So I labored through the first chapters all about historic Chesapeake, Virginia, and Maryland, and then it 
starts getting really good. There is this huge whole chapter about this illicit sexual relationship between this 
slave owner and this slave, and it's just really ... 
JL: Sixth grade? 
LM: Sixth grade. 
JL: So you loved it, right? 
LM: So I loved it. After I read that I started reading all these really racy romance-Gothic novels. Mary 
Stewart, Victoria Holt... you probably won't even recognize any of these names because they are these old, most 
of them British, kind of like Wuthering Heights ... one of my favorite books, it was all this intensity, like, "I'm 
going to love you or I'm going to kill you." Some sort of demonology, but there was always a lot of sex in 
them. It wasn't so stated sex, but it was implied with swelling chests and flowing tresses, bursting bosoms. It 
was all so wonderful.. .all this repressed Victorian kind of sex. And that has informed my writing a great deal, 
because there is not a thing I've written that doesn't have a sexual element to it. I think that sex and religion are 
the two things, because I grew up very conservative, very straight-laced, Christian ... 
JL: Was that your first exposure to that kind of writing? 
LM: That kind of writing? Oh yeah. And then I had a very good classical-type of background because my father 
read a lot. He read a lot about mythology and Biblical history. 
JL: You own Bison Books ... 
LM: I do. 
JL: Tell me how you got into that... 
LM: It is the house that spite built. I received my pink slip in April of '96, and I was not tenured at the high 
school where I taught, so I got pink slipped. There were fifty of us that got pink slipped in our district, and they 
assured us that we would get reinstated, but I wasn't going to take a chance that I wouldn't have a job. So they 
had these downtown buildings available in Mouht Sterling, these old, gorgeous .. .in fact where Bison Books is it 
is the hotel lobby of the old Beaumont Hotel. That whole area is just beautiful and I knew it was dirt cheap, and 
it's 2,000 square feet. So I was in the teacher's lounge rambling on like I always do, saying, "Wouldn't it be 
neat if there was a little bookstore and there was a coffee shop slated to go in next door. Wouldn't that be 
groovy? We can have this art scene ... ," and I walk out. I come right back in, so they don't realize that I haven't 
left, so I hear all these teachers in there going, "She'll never do that. Liz always says she is going to do things 
but she never does. Remember the time she said blah-blah-blah ... " And it's true. I do have projects that I have 
all the time, that I don't follow through. So I was like, "I will go in there and I will create this thing and I don't 
care if it's my gilded cage and I have to be locked in there for five years. So here I am .. .living in the bookstore, 
literally living in this cage that I have built for myself, because I was ... spiteful. 
JL: Because they said you couldn't read that book! 
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LM: Exactly! (laughs) It's the life that spite built! If anyone had never challenged me and said I couldn't do 
something, I would do nothing. I would just be an amoeba. 
JL: Liz, you can't write the great American novel. 
LM: (laughs) I will! 
JL: Now the bookstore isn't open full time. 
LM: Just open on Saturdays. We sell the books on the Internet. We sell to Amazon.com. We're one of the used 
dealers. ABE, Barnes and Noble ... 
JL: Where do you get your books? 
LM: We buy them from auctions, library sales. I can't remember the number of times somebody has called and 
said that their grandmother has died and they have 20 boxes of books and they don't want money for them. 
You'll go in there and there will be a first edition Norman Mailer. It's just unbelievable. 
JL: Your book of essays ... about book selling, what's that going to be called? 
LM: From My Place on the Shelf. It's about book selling, but it is also about the people I've met over the 
course of the time I've spent in Mount Sterling. 
JL: You say that you're writing more non-fiction, more essays. What is your writing process like? Do you 
make yourself write ... a certain place, time? 
LM: Yes. This summer was the first time I've had a lot of time to write. This is why I enjoy my job as a 
teacher because it affords me three solid months in the summer to do whatever I want to do. I had always said, 
if I had time I would be the best writer in the world. Well, May 1st I had to put my money where my mouth 
was. It was terrifying. Every other time I had written I was compelled from something in the depth of my 
being, if it was a snippet of a phrase, or ... 
JL: Or somebody said you couldn't write that... 
LM: Well maybe that (laugh). Compelled on a real visceral level. But, you can't be visceral every morning at 9 
o'clock. This summer was the great revelation to me, that writing is more about sitting in a chair ... even if you 
have to chain yourself...and doing the work. Chris Offutt says, "You have to be completely vulnerable on the 
page and completely ruthless in revision," and those two things are almost the exact opposite, being vulnerable 
and ruthless, but the writer has to have both qualities. And to generate those qualities every day, it was the most 
rewarding, but the most tiring. I was worn out. I felt as though I had been digging a ditch every day. It was 
physically and emotionally exhausting. 
JL: Do you feel you have accomplished a lot since May 1st? 
LM: I didn't complete as much as I had wanted. I wanted to have ten pages on each chapter, single-spaced ten 
pages. I didn't get that. But I got the first three chapters completed, and I have something on each of the eight 
chapters. I talk about my background as a bookseller. I talk about the town, Court Days, what the future 
holds .. .I talk about the Internet some. 
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JL: Where has your work been published ... other than the highly successful Inscape journal? 
LM: A couple of things for English Journal, that's the thing that has the highest publication. They have about 
65,000 readers. Also wrote freelance pieces for Class Act, which is an educational journal...basically about how 
to incorporate poetry into your classroom, how to teach poetry. I wrote a story based on an urban legend, which 
was placed in Libido, an erotic magazine. I was pleased that I got it in, because it's a very nice magazine. It 
has very tasteful black & white art, and they publish three pieces of fiction per issue, so I got one in. I just 
published in area stuff-Kentucky Monthly, Lexington Herald. The tourism committee has used a couple of 
pieces I've done on Mount Sterling. As far as fiction .. .! have eighty-seven rejections right now. 
JL: Well that's a good start... 
LM: Yeah (laughs). I got a hand-written note from someone at the New Yorker. I was really pleased with that. 
I eventually placed that story in a food journal Au Jus. 
JL: At least they've seen your work, and they might recognize your name. 
LM: Yes. 
JL: How long have you been teaching at Morehead? 
LM: I've been teaching on campus since January. 
JL: You haven't taught any creative writing classes yet, but how have you encouraged the students you have to 
write creatively? 
LM: Well, unfortunately the confines of the curriculum of a 100 level class is mostly argument and so I'm 
constantly pulled in two directions. I see these people who are just phenomenal writers and they have a great 
voice and they have all this energy, but they have to meet the requirements of the course, so I have to teach 
them arguments and claims and warrants, but I know that those things can inform their creative writing too. 
Any type of writing will help. But if I do see anyone with promise, at least potential...! know a couple of people 
who were in my 100 class who were interested in taking Chris (Offutt), and I encouraged them to do that. But 
Chris left... 
JL: More money ... can't blame him. 
LM: Yeah. 
JL: I think a lot of people would take creative writing classes if you taught them. Plug for Doctor Minor. 
LM: (laughs) 
JL: Okay, last question. What books or magazines are in your bathroom right now? 
LM: I'm almost ashamed to tell this story. I have a copy of Harper's Bazaar, which is the most fluff-filled, 
consummate fashion goof. What I did was, I put on my Christmas list that I wanted a subscription to Harper's, 
not Harper's Bazaar! So what does my mother-in-law do? She goes out and she says, "Surely she doesn't want 
this stifling tome ... this journal of say-nothing essays," so instead gets me Harper's Bazaar .. .it has like twenty of 
those perfume inserts .. .it just reeks! I have that and The Liberty Journal, which is a magazine that Jerry Falwell 
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puts out that my husband got me as a joke. But now it comes and the front-page talks about the gay vulture 
couple. This couple of vultures in the Jerusalem Zoo that are taking care of a baby, and they're two male 
vultures. They are calling it the first male couple in the animal kingdom. The two things that are in my bath-
room are the two most embarrassing .... 
JL: Who do you read now? We know you read the trashy romance novels ... 
LM: Yes, yes. I read a lot of short-fiction, so I think as far as craft, Flannery O'Connor is peerless .. .! think she 
is one of the best. I have read a lot of Donald Rawley. He was a photographer/filmmaker in the '80s, and he 
wrote a lot about L.A. and this kind of sad, haunting, 1920's bungalows, and the movie starlets that have lost 
their dreams, and all this. It's almost Southern writing. I see so much of that in southern literature, loss of pride, 
tradition. Florence King, I read a lot of. She's a humorist. Currently I'm reading about Sylvia Beech who 
owned the bookstore that helped to publish Joyce's Ulysses. Shakespeare & Company is the name of the 
bookstore. I read a variety of things ... history. George Orwell is one of my favorites. He's just flawless. I love 
Wendell Berry, the Kentucky poet. I like Chris Offutt a lot, but I'm not a big Appalachian reader. I like a lot of 
contemporary writers, Michael Chabon. He wrote Werewolves in Their Youth. 
JL: Any advice to young writers reading this interview? 
LM: (laughs) Marry late, and don't be an English major (laughs)! 
Somebodys Gonna Win. Might As Well Be You 
by Liz Mandrell 
The lights of the lottery machine pulsed like the U.S.S. Enterprise as Blanche stood in line at the 76 
Quik Stop. The bright fluorescent didn't bother Blanche Frazier. Each Wednesday and Saturday, Blanche 
watched the ten o'clock news, stubbed out her last cigarette of the day and got into her car. She headed out of 
Homosassa Springs on HWY 1010 toward Ocala. About three miles out, she pulled into the Quik Stop on the 
comer of 1010 and Sligh Avenue. She always bought her ticket at the same place, at the same time. She had a 
special mechanical lead pencil to bubble in the number holes, held her mouth a certain way, handed the ticket 
just so to the girl behind the counter. One ticket with six right numbers and presto, flamingo, she'd be a mil-
lionaire. All the wealth a person could want - silk sheets, fluffy dogs, steaks and champagne and strawberries. 
There'd be movie cameras, television crews and the long cardboard check made out in her name held just above 
her chin as she grinned in the popping flashbulbs. The Powerball check would be made out to Blanche T. 
Frazier, don't ask what the T's for, she'd say, flirting with the t.v. crews, a woman should keep some secrets. 
There'd be limousines to pick her up and limousines waiting when she returned. She'd hear from both her ex-
husbands, old bosses, old neighbors, old boyfriends who cheated on her with old girlfriends who had betrayed 
her - they'd all want a piece of me, Blanche thought. 
The jug of 2% milk hung heavy in her left hand, a carton of Virginia Slims Menthol and a loaf of bread 
in her right. She waited in line behind a fat man and his brood of kids, all covered in chocolate candy bars they 
hadn't paid for. Cindy Crawford and her mole stared back at Blanche from the cover of Vogue, Tom Cruise on 
the cover of People, and Liz Taylor and her tumor surgery outlined in Globe. One ticket, she thought. If I were 
a millionaire, I'd tell everyone where to get off, starting with the principal, the secretaries, and all the 
Kiwanians. She was sick of Kiwanians with their Operation Happiness- Operation Homeless - Operation Feel 
Good - Operation Pancake Breakfast, always keeping kids in the building after she should have locked up and 
mopped the floors. She couldn't get the floors swept for all their poster-making, Magic Markers and bookbags 
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scattered over the floor. 
Blanche had heard about people who won the lottery and kept their jobs. Blanche shifted the 2% to her 
right hand. She'd quit given the chance, any chance and the Powerball would be the sweetest way to go. The 
fat man in front of her had two loaves of bread and two bags of chips and two 2 liters of Pepsi and two cans of 
potted meat. Blanche knew without looking he couldn't get his food stamps to work out. He had planned it 
with the change to send one of his kids back for cigarettes, but bread had gone up over the weekend and his 
calculations weren't correct. Blanche knew this. She hadn't always had her janitor's job at the school and she 
hadn't always shopped in convenience stores either. Her life had changed considerably through the years, new 
husbands, new trailer parks, births, deaths, new jobs. The only constant, the only religion she attended to was 
the Florida State Lottery. Every Wednesday, every Saturday, like Sabbath, like Passover, she'd driven to the 76 
Quik Stop on the corner of Sligh and 1010, as to a temple. She'd been buying lottery tickets faithfully, 
Powerball specifically and a scratch-off occasionally. The whole habit cost less than $200 a year. Not very 
good as a tithe, but not too bad as an addiction 
A man came in the front door and rounded the counter by the Hostess stand. Blanche watched him as he 
walked to the tobacco display and plucked a canister of dip from its dispensary. His greasy black hair touched 
the top of his bare brown shoulders and his flip-flops slipped along the tiled floor softly. No shoes, no shirt, no 
service, Blanche thought, but his chest aroused no one, its smoothness welcomed, embraced into the conve-
nience store conga-line, mouths, arms, hair, tangled legs on end, moving to the gentle thump of the Slurrpee 
machine. He stood behind her in line. He smelled like wet hay that'd been lying out in the field. Blanche 
turned to look at him. 
"You go ahead," Blanche said, nodding her head toward the cashier. 
"Huh?" he said, squinting at her, his body tipped in a question mark. 
"You go ahead, I've got all this stuff," she said, shrugging her arms full of 
groceries. 
"Sure," he said, and stepped around her. Now Blanche could see him completely, his narrow back 
sliding skinny into his unbelted camouflage pants, the hanging looseness of his hips, the slight bow below the 
knees as he stood solidly equaling his weight on both feet. His feet were pale compared to the brownness of his 
chest, black hairs on his toes sprouted like weeds. He brought a plastic Mountain Dew bottle to his lips and 
spit. The dark liquid in the bottom of the bottle swirled as he dropped his hand against his leg. Blanche leaned 
forward. 
"No shirt, no service." 
He turned around, squinting at her a second time. Blanche caught a glance of herself in the window 
behind him, her hair, its orange wildness almost brassy in this light, her neck sagging a bit, her breasts big and 
loose beneath her sweatshirt. 
"You work here?" he said. 
"No," she said. 
"Well," he said and turned around, facing the fat man getting change for his food stamps. 
Blanche always took the same numbers every night, 4 6 22 25 33, and Powerball was always 11. 
Blanche thought about numbers all day long, big, oily 2's floating against the slick, sheer surface of the 1, warm 
female 8's dancing with Mr. 9, in flashy jazz notes, plinking piano rhythms as they worked together, pinching 
and swirling from one side of Blanche's head to the other. They changed colors, pink and then blue and then 
deep green, the color of money. They were her friends, these numbers. She should have been an accountant. 
The 4 and 25 were her birthday, 6 and 22 were Steven's and each year that went by the last number changed 
with his age, what he would have been if he had lived. This year the last number was 33. 11 was always 
Powerball, the double one's reminded her of two sticks of dynamite to blow her life wide open. She'd hire a 
maid first off and they'd go house hunting together. She always thought she'd be good to the hired help since 
she'd been hired help so long and knew it wasn't a picnic cleaning out other people's toilets. She and the maid 
would look all over central Florida for the right house, one they could agree on. Then she'd hire a chef, a 
masseuse, a chauffeur and a good-looking gardener. 
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"You lookin' for a job?" Blanche said over his shoulder. 
"N ah, I got a job," he said, looking straight ahead. 
"You don't look like you got a job," she said. 
"I got a job," he said, laughing as he turned to her. He spit loudly in the bottle. Blanche watched the 
saliva, mixed with black dip, slide down its sides. 
"You wanna hear somethin' funny?" he said. 
"Sure." 
"What'sa tornado and a redneck divorce got in common?" he said. 
"What?" 
"Either one, somebody's gonna lose a trailer," he said, grinning. 
"That's a good one," she laughed. 
"Yeah, I've got a million, a million and one," he said and smiled at Blanche. Tiny flecks of dip clung to 
his front teeth. That would bother most women, Blanche thought. At least he's got teeth. 
"So what about that job, I might have a buddy interested," he said. 
"They're lookin' for someone at the Corner Pocket, I could give you the address," she said, looking at 
him work the packed snuff below his lip. "I live above there, in Apartment 2-B, but I work at the county school, 
the new one as you go out to Inverness." 
"I ain't real interested, but a buddy of mine might be," he said. He fiddled with the gum rack, picking 
up one or two flavors and then putting them back. She could hear his breathing in a rasping way like a broken 
windshield wiper rubbing across a dry windshield. 
Blanche thought of changing her name if she won the Big Game, something other than Blanche, some-
thing not so pale, not so old. Blanche was named after her grandmother, a woman who had died when Blanche 
was 14. Blanche was a dead woman's name. She wanted something young and fun, like Helen or Susan. 
"What's your name?" he asked, as if reading her mind. 
"Susan," she said. 
"You look like a Susan." 
"Yeah, I do," Blanche said, pleased. 
"Yeah, I would have said Susan even if you hadn't told me," he said. 
"What's your name?" 
"Everett." 
"Like the mountain, Mount Everett," she said, laughing. 
"Yeah, I guess," he said and turned toward the counter. 
The fat man and his kids finally shuffled off to their station wagon in the parking lot. The children's 
high voices begging to ride shotgun could be heard as their tiny bodies danced and jiggled in the light of the gas 
pumps. No wonder kids are failing school, Blanche thought, parents got' em out shopping past their bedtime. 
The girl behind the counter looked tired. Her stubby fingernails skimmed across the electronic keypads, 
ringing up Everett's Skole. 
"$2.97," she said. He held out a limp five dollar bill. 
"$2.03 's your change," she said, smiling at him. Everett moved off slowly, studying one of the dollar 
bills. 
"Did I give you the wrong change?" the girl said. 
"N ah, I'm just readin' this dollar bill, " Everett said. Along the bottom of the bill was scrawled a faded 
message in red ink. 
"This dollar belongs to Donna Jean - Know what I mean." Everett read. "I used to date a girl named 
Donna Jean." 
"Me, too," said the girl behind the counter. Everett stared at her. 
"Well, that makes you all almost kin," said Blanche, as she piled her groceries on the counter and took 
out her carefully penciled Lottery ticket. 
"Gonna win big, huh?" the girl said to Blanche as the ticket slipped and coiled 
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through the Lotto machine like a snake winding its way through tree branches. The mechanical printer buzzed 
and slipped, first an inch and then the full ticket. The girl caught it with her hand. 
Blanche slid the ticket into her shorts pocket and armed the bag of groceries on her hip. Everett was still 
staring at the girl behind the counter. 
"You gonna stand here all night?" Blanche said in his ear. 
"You got a better idea?" he said, laughing a little, reaching to hold the door open for her. 
# # # 
Blanche had just three beers and some Barcardi left over from a party three weeks ago. Everett offered 
to go back to the Quik Stop, but Blanche said she didn't drink much anyway. She mixed up some Lemon-Ade 
out of a packet and made them both Salty Dogs in plastic Dale Earnhardt cups she'd gotten with a Combo meal 
at Taco Bell. Everett relaxed on her couch and looked as natural there as anyone else ever had. He had found a 
shirt in his car and put it on as he followed her to her apartment above the game room. Occasionally they could 
hear the crack of a pool cue against a ball or the buzzer of a tilting pin ball machine, but mostly the apartment 
was quiet. Everett admired the pictures along the top of the t. v. 
"These your boys?" Everett said, pointing to a picture of two boys. A tall boy holding a fish on a line, 
wearing a ball cap and grinning wildly at the camera and another smaller boy, standing off to one side, looking 
at the sky with dark eyes. 
"Yeah, one of them. His name's Steven, he was eleven when that picture was taken," Blanche said. 
"That's his friend, Keith. He's blind - they were best friends." 
"That you?" Everett said pointing at another picture of Blanche and a little girl, standing in front of a 
park bench with daffodils and azaleas in lavish bloom behind them. Blanche was 28 when that picture was 
taken. Elizabeth was three years old, Steven had just been buried and they were standing in the cemetery. It 
was a beautiful view from there, trees and flowers everywhere, the lake dipped in a gentle slope. Steven's 
headstone, freshly chipped by the monument company, lay flat in the grass behind them in the picture waiting 
for the cemetery workers to place it upright on the concrete stand. 
"Yeah, me and my little girl - she's 25 now, gone back to college in Tampa at the University of South 
Florida, gonna be an elementary teacher, although I can't see why, teachers are the dumbest lot of people I've 
known and I should know, I work with them every day," Blanche said, lighting a cigarette. Elizabeth didn't 
remember Steven, didn't remember her daddy or didn't claim to when Blanche asked about them. I only re-
member you, momma, I'm not being impossible, I just don't remember, she'd say. All right, Blanche would 
say, not understanding how Elizabeth didn't remember Steven, who had ridden her on his back up the hill 
behind their trailer a thousand times that summer. 
"I don't have nothing good to say about teachers either," Everett said, laughing. He stretched naturally, 
leisurely, and then, just as normal, put a warm hand on Blanche's knee. It stayed there for awhile, weighted 
down by Blanche's wanting. 
"You've got a nice place here," he said, turning his head to look appreciatively at her apartment. 
Blanche blew smoke over their heads, pressing her lips out as if she were testing the air. 
"Where you from?" she said. 
"All over." 
"Where were you last from?" 
"Temple Terrace, lived on the Hillsborough River with some guys, nothing fancy, but we lived." 
Everett's voice sounded good in her apartment, a filling noise that holed up chinks and occupied space. Turns 
out, Everett was between jobs. He had been working at Manatee Park, scrubbing pools and ponds for two sea 
cows, but he showed up too many mornings drunk. They'd let him go, but he thought he could get on the 
landscape crew at Seven Counties Hospital. Blanche listened as Everett talked and she understood. She nodded 
her head at his assertion that it was hard to make a buck with The Man trying to keep you down and The Gov-
ernment taking what's left over. Yes, she thought, the only thing that's gonna equal all that out is the Lottery. 
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Blanche patted her left pocket, feeling the edge of the ticket with her fingertips. 
Everett sat down his cup and leaned over to kiss Blanche. She kissed him back. Blanche felt the hol-
lows of his hips and chest, the thinness between his shoulders, his hair as it grew wild along the back of his 
neck. Everett breathed hard into her ear as they moved together and she could taste the dank, burley flavor of 
his mouth. 
That night with Everett warm and present beside her, Blanche had The Dream. She had had the dream 
before, two nights after Steven died, and then a month later and then maybe once a year, every year since then. 
She was always weightless, floating through a house she'd never seen before, seven stories high and made of 
solid timber. She floated from room to room looking for something. She found a room full of water, lapping 
the edges of the papered walls, a room like Venice. Blanche floated above the clear bluegreen water and saw 
peacocks and carriages and white gloves floating beneath the surface. She saw hammers and frames and 
butterflies and pot belly stoves, corsets and horses and bouquets of wild daisies. Soon all the images faded and 
in the center floated Steven, his small white body looking up at her, smiling. Momma, I am the biggest fish in 
Red Bird Lake. His small face looked smooth, angelic. Blanche studied it for remembrance, taking in the 
careless eyes and easy smile once more. But then Everett's face floated between Blanche's and Steven's. Wait, 
Blanche screamed in a noiseless voice, I want to see my baby, I want to see him, but other faces followed 
Everett's, ex-husbands' and lovers' and men whose names she had forgotten, and soon, Steven was a dim 
shadow among two trunks and a bale of cotton which had floated through the door and out into the sky. 
Blanche wanted to move to the desert and have the heat burn the memory, like a refiner's fire, out of her 
thoughts. She needed dry heat, unlike the rainy afternoons and humid nights of Florida. She'd live in a deso-
late convent perhaps, the Sisters of Mercy or the Sisters of Hope, where the heat of the day could take her past 
remembering and the coldness of the nights could bless her with forgetfulness. But she hadn't had the courage 
to do that even, so she worked and married and waited for her chips to cash. 
Blanche listened as Everett snored softly beside her. Someday it would take a toll on her, someday this 
lovemaking would make her weak, make her wish for trust and holiness. But by then, she would be a winner, 
one of the lucky ones and she could pay for trust abundant. 
The Sostenuto 
by Kenneth Casper 
An uncommon setting 
Extraordinary delights 
Innovative cuisine 
Six years of classic 
Contemporary cuisine 
The finest choice, 
Shibui. 
Smoky clubs of voluptuous sopranos 
Conure draftsmanship of Carlo Bugatti 
Carrying natural-E's 
Easily embellished by erotic romance and confrontational vulnerability, 
Veal scallopini complexions, 
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Tailored men practice subtle flattery 
With an appearance of independence, 
Multi-functional angles aimed 
Toward volumes and areas, 
Neither troubled by consistency nor loyalty-
Talk of Machu Picchu, 
Eroticism tinged with mysticism, 
The carved mahogany balcony of the Archbishop's Palace, 
Roses, beans, horses, cabbages, too, 
Raw bar behind Tuscany doors. 
"Der Rosekavalier with Dame Kiri Te Kanawa 
Replacing Elisabeth Schwartzkoff, 
That's subjective, of course, 
Along the way to Barbara Bonney, 
Venerable no-nonsense soubrette 
Wisecracking charmer singing Die Zauberflote 
Steals her own show 
The perennial mystery. 
Exclusive, not expensive 
Encomiasts' policy endows the rise 
Thoughts among any tasteful connoisseur, 
Con amore." 
The Regency Period buildings-
Lalique-style ladies with Mayfair accents. 
No dreary calisthenics between the genders. 
Adieu to the rear guard in the front butt. 
Doormen, tourists, shoppers 
Living Lotte Goslar's Pantomime Circus 
Dance philosophy with measured participation-
L 'elisir d'amor. 
A symposium arises: 
"My neighbor in this building, 
Retired plodding clerk, 
Every morning 
Sits at the window, 
Egghot in an iced tea glass, 
Chased with a Cutty Sark. 
A backwards type at first sight. 
Owned a Willys-Packard dealership 
In fifty-three at age fifty-three." 
"Sure proof-Quietude is not security. 
Melos, eros, thanatos is teratology." 
"Adieu mon amour." 
"Chow! 
My kisses to all of you." 
"Coffee tomorrow, perhaps?" 
"Fabulous, my dear." 
"A toddy would be grand right now. 
Tomorrow I' 11 roast. 
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My style is black hole 
sound like earth 
Come stang my meat." 
"None resists destiny-
!' ll call, for sure. 
Adieu man amour, adieu." 
BAMBATTA 
by Eric Collins 
moon to read I recite the user night--the light for you to read by have you floating on cloud nine 
without you realizing it's my mind's sky 
and the ground on which you walk is the tongue with which I talk 
I speak the seas, 
I root the trees 
suburbia and city streets can never claim me 
as if paths through the woods 
ain't true 
you better walk the path 
do the math 
cuz your screw face will only make the (Bu-tah) laugh 
even if you know the lessons you don't know the half-but don't take it from me son take a bath 
I can recite the grass on the hill and memorize the moon 
I know the could forms of love by heart and have brought tears to the eye of the storm and my memory 
banks walk 
--forests and amazon river banks-
and I scream them into sunsets that echo in earthquakes 
shadows have been my spotlight as I monologue the night and dialogue 
With days soliloquies of wind and breeze applauded by sunrays ! 
We put language in zoos to observe caged thought 
-----and toss peanuts and p-funk at intellect 
and 
motherfuckers think these are metaphors 
I speak what I see-all words and worlds are metaphors of ME 
my life was authored by the moon, footprints written in soil 
the fountain pen of marshen men novelling human toil 
--and Yes, the soil speaks highly of me but earth seeds 
root me poetry 
and forests forever through recitation 
now maybe i'm too serious too little here to matter though 
I'm riddled with the reason of the Suni stand up comets 
audience of lungs this body of laughter is it with me or at me? 
hue more or less human 
though gender's mute and the punchline has it's lifeline at it's root 
I'm a star this life of suburbs I commute 
make daily runs between the sun and earthly loot 
and raise my children to the height of life and truth. 
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That one night ................... . 
I would like to have written 
about the falling stars for you. 
How one after another streamed 
like tears down the face 
of the night sky, 
the sky shrouded here and there 
by thin clouds appearing from the West. 
And how those clouds would turn 
the night's face inscrutable 
for a few passing moments, 
as if it were longing, 
or lost in thought. 
But we didn't see them as we 
would have liked: clear as 
notes in a piano sonata 
tripping down the scale in trill 
or tremolo, or in multitudinous 
burstings like slow, silent fireworks . 
I had know it all along, 
before we sat down outside 
in chairs with our heads back 
in a sort of obverse position 
of homage and prayer. Had known it 
as we hummed old songs 
for our daughter in your lap, 
each of us imagining 
how it might be to be back 
in our mother 's arms-
listening to a voice as familiar 
as our own pulling us down 
into sleep like stars falling 
into earth. That night 
you came to me in the smooth 
skin of a half-dream 
and convinced me in whispers 
that we had seen the stars 
as we had wished. That the flames 
which are the source of these 
momentary passions, were ours. 
Epoch of space 
simultaneity 
we are juxtapos 
Supermodernity 
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near and far 
dispersed. 
A (THIS) moment: 
" I believe our experience of the world is developing 
through 
a network that connects points and intersects 
with its own skein-
animating the determined inhabitants of 
space." 
- Michel Foucault 
images capable of self-movement. 
Movement of everyday life in a fictitious 
representation 
can offer a set of instruments for the discussion of 
reality 
----reality within the culture of spectacle. 
The one hand 
extends our comprehension which rule our lives 
The other hand 
to assure us of an immense and unexpected field of action. 
Taverns- Streets 
Offices--Fumished rooms 
Railroad stations--factories 
[ ... ] 
-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-Unconsciously penetrated space is substituted 
Existence of societies 
modem production 
registering of impressions 
complex mechanisms 
Reduction Fragmentation Hierarchization Globalization 
Alienation ,excess of thought on daily reality 
The only thing that proves durable is an aesthetic vacuum. 
The critical tradition is a criticism of despair. 
The authentic spiritual bodily revolution reacts 
rather unsubtly against 
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contemporary condition - [The minute history mechanism giving meaning to 
daily life no longer has any chance of prospering] 
[The dominant reality is accommodation. 
the market is in everything- escaping itself by 
making morality absolute external to its own position. 
It develops an alternative independent of the 
situation. It places its own subjective viewpoint 
outside its discourse. Analyses of the current 
condition are vastly oversimplified, and they fail to 
note alternative possibilities.] 
Art open to discussion. 
(drift) 
(diversion) 
Pessimism is old-fashioned 
Properties of a neural net: 
An open dialogue beyond the banal (institutional,cliches of representation) 
constant re-identification -- ambivalent and schizophrenic in character. 
interpretation constantly in motion MOTION MoTiOn MOshunn 
Run with the ball move {Body} into space. 
Weather {is} the experience {origin} in this {of} space 
Body {movement} is the origin of movement 
Meshing an existing wave 
Tha mean no longer the point 
but a way- trajectory Reflexivity-breaks its own { C }onstructs. 
{ C} onstruct:- An ideological instrument in the permanent } 
Social Realty- A cultural product of self-contemplation 
Many television 
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television acts 
a rubber wall 
every action simply 
bounces bounces 
bounces bounces 
{Box Office} 
sequential movements 
through 
having arrived at reflexivity 
RUN 
WE 
Proactive 
run 
WE 
incomparably powerful 
run 
WE 
a permanent 
capacity over representations 
run 
"Nice lips are red" 
(drifting) 
"If it moves, it is alive" 
Collision 
plasticity of the image 
Notions: 
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are strung 
space 
In 
I A E 
MG 
It is not necessary to create a world, but the 
possibility of a (W)orld 
(W) imperfect fragments in a crippled construction 
to enter and slip between the components 
super-now 
slow and rigid 
movementstrophisms 
R 
things-in-themselves 
( newmutationsalongourconsciousmindsofprecisel yformulatedrestrictions) 
congestion of [space] 
Voids 
s 
t 
r 
u 
c 
u 
r 
e 
s 
solid 
Access routes 
Public and private domains 
Between the representation 
information 
architecture 
patterns 
exploded 
movements 
Delirious Manhattan 
dirty realism 
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[Car parks] 
a plausible world 
behind 
everyday reality 
and I penetrate with lunch 
a sandwhich (dijon mustard) 
Carrots 
and a beverage 
(1) 
living on the rim of the niagara 
by Deidre C. Conn 
On the porch smoking a cigar, 
watching the sun set into cinnamon, 
wisps of sweet aroma halo the melting orb, 
cut the surrounding marine air 
of the falls; 
so close to the stampeding city, 
buffalo, home of the rare and endangered, 
thoughts drift alone to the edge, 
the sudden rush. 
It feels like a ghost, 
your haunting absence, 
the chill of night coming from 
your lack of being there; 
sitting around with this 
horseshoe gap beside me 
it becomes a whirlpool, 
a powerful gravity sucking me down; 
sunken cushioned plastic 
floating on waves of coming evening, 
the sun the smoke fall like water 
into the misty drop. 
(2) 
you were the odd one 
out of place from your desert terrain, 
that dry califomia, 
the mirage in your veins; 
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lust like lightning bottled, 
the massive ache 
a brain attack striking 
without mercy; 
we met along the watery cliffs, 
beyond their roaring defiance 
as they eat themselves from existence, 
covered in pastel layers 
of the full night eye; 
in the moon's klieg your face, 
narrow as opinion, 
swooped down with hawkish 
lips that catch; 
caught by the predatory, 
waiting for your gaze 
to penetrate, 
instead you gathered me up, 
wrapped this catch 
in saranac and hangovers, 
insomnia and sleepovers, 
and breathing together til dawn. 
(3) 
falling falling falling over the edge, 
onto the rocks below, 
tumbling through the clouds, 
moonlight hits water without a sound; 
curtains of mist part, 
reveal light refracted, 
shattered like barrels: 
a rushing rushing rushing, too close 
to the ear, as my heart goes 
over. .. 
on the map five borders from me, 
in my mind he lives no more 
than a page of an atlas away, the road 
a liquid ink that took me north. 
in transit 
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one hundred miles to indainapolis. 
in the car his flame hair leaps 
with the windows open. 
I drive away from that world, 
his lutheran family and minnesota life, 
toward warm kentucky hills 
that soothe his atheist heart, 
a place where children will imprint 
like ducks to us, 
follow our wonder, our disbelief. 
he and I will live like ancestors 
(we want to believe that, 
surrounded by concrete and electricity) 
in the shade of trees, the shadows of smokestacks. 
his fingertips play air-music: 
invisible notes dancing 
on a keyboard of mind. 
that mind of his works like a mozart, 
a beethoven, a bach: 
he speaks of things in terms 
of measures, beats, and tones. 
his bavarian mother haunts him 
in afterthoughts, exposing mistakes, 
revealing flaws to ihr Sohn: 
he lapses sometimes into 
german, words sharp as chisels, 
and thinks I can catch those language waves; 
I ride them and absorb them like water. 
his life is renunciation; 
the word, a tangible mist, envelops him 
in the passenger seat. 
the buzz-cut corn rows 
streak past the windows like rain, 
provide more comfort than words 
after a time. 
the conversation ebbs away with the dusk 
and oncoming traffic, 
following the tide of passing hours. 
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we have the same eyes: 
vast as oceans, sparkling surfaces, 
full of creatures 
lurking beneath. 
I cannot say that I am without god 
when those eyes, clean as rejection, 
look to the road ahead. 
fifty miles to go 
and the words stop flowing; 
while crossing that last river 
his eyes sank, drowning in sleep, 
fifty miles to indianapolis. 
his head slowly bobs to the surface 
before sinking back into dreams. 
forget about gods, forget about language, 
clear my mind of the boy next door, 
focus on smooth paved black waves 
leading me inland. 
the city is not far now, 
ribbons of traffic glowing 
like undersea parades of the deepest life. 
lighthouses of steel and glass 
guide this ship to shore, 
and as we enter if feels 
like a friendly open port. 
time to remember, shake out the siren 
song, look to the right 
toward my passenger; 
on the seat he is a human smudge, 
so tangled in shadows he is part of them 
with eyes closed, head bowed 
reverently toward me. 
three small words escape like breath 
over him, out the window, 
and into the city. 
he misses the arrival, the departure, 
busy wading the currents of dreams; 
those instincts control his mind 
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and I know that, for now, god is dead. 
our destination is marked on the road ahead. 
that thought calls to me, for it is my dream. 
I keep going because we' re close to home. 
Mountain Pizzicato 
by Bonnie C. Hall 
After snapping closed Dad's lunch box and wishing him out of 
her way, my mother would take his old fiddle in hand and yodel 
mountain lullabies to the early morning. Lost in her need, she rowed 
in Grandpa's old homemade rocker as if to trounce out the melody 
her fingers could not find in the amber-colored wood. Her voice would 
rise plaintive and yearning-daring the early morning passer-by to 
accuse, "Molly O'Day ain't got nothin' to worry 'bout yet!" She would 
sing on through the early morning fog-sing on until the sun touched 
her cold coffee perched on the front porch railing. Sometimes, 
I'd sneak to the side door leading to the front porch and watch her. 
Hair blowing free, fingers moving bird-like over the fiddle, she seemed 
released from whatever sadness usually claimed her. More than likely, 
though, I'd stay wrapped in my wedding ring quilt and just listen to her 
voice-to her gentle cry. I can't remember being happier. 
Family Secrets 
I 
My mother's flowers grew in our front yard 
like ballooning spirals of color. They flirted and 
performed for the world and never found it hard 
to attain the focus of passing attention. Yet often 
those who admired them would modestly say 
that perhaps the gardener had given little thought 
to how the random placement and worried display 
of different types would overshadow each other. 
Onlookers who never understood the disciplined duty 
her kaleidoscopic shows needed to grow and thrive 
also never visualized the dreams that placed such beauty 
at center stage to claim the world's applause. 
(Continued on page 37) 
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Naomi Sheehan: Parasight. Lithography 
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Jessica Meff ord: Untitled. Intaglio. 
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Tim Holbrook: Kendra Jade. Black and White Photograph. 
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Denise Elaine Fernandez: Healing ... ! Crayonstone Lithograph. 
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..... 
Mike Rayburn: Thinkin. Black and White Photography. 
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Donette Haynes: Untitled. Charcoal on Canson Paper. 
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Denver Saunders: Geometric Organica. Ebony Pencil. 
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Jason Ratcliff: Figure Study. Vine Charcoal on Strathmore Paper. 
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(Continued from page 24) 
II 
My father's flowers grew along our back wall 
like chosen courtly ladies. They waited in trembling 
silence for some Launcelot to find them and fall 
in love. Then seeking a guarded privilege, he could 
visit among the palatial beauties in waiting-
though many times a newcomer may not find 
the peacefulness he had secretly been anticipating. 
Some pitied that perhaps the gardener took too much 
care and did not reveal a true artist's gift for glory. 
But those who looked only with their eyes and not with 
their heart haplessly missed the wild and wonderful story 
of treasured blooms saved through the generations. 
III 
Those two Eden's bowers reconciled the disparate needs 
of a treasured space we called home. My brother and I, 
perhaps always too keenly aware of the occasional weeds 
that grew, never truly understood the privilege we shared. 
Come on! 
Come on! 
Rush 
From here to there 
Toe to head 
And back-
Bam! 
Just swirl and dive 
after sharks and 
dolphins-
It's corning, mi amigo 
Can you feel it? 
A mad rush into 
A mad place just 
to come back to 
someone who don't 
Understand-
Mad High 
by Dave Jones 
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Now I know 
I know what it is you 
Talk about-
No drugs-just life ... 
A mad ranting 
Frenzy to engage 
And hug life and love 
Itself and scribble 
nothing ... 
Them down just for yourself 
'cause nobody else 
cares or understands. 
Yeah ... bury me in this madness 
And let me stay inside-
Outside, too, to see the 
World in me and me 
In the world. 
Days 
The butterfly measures only the petals of a flowered generation 
And not the days before she must close her eyes 
Or put a stop to the little drum in her. 
I wish only to live as that little lass-
A winged critic reading life's great novel with no effort involved-
Maybe a collection of short stories and poetry .. .I think that might be better. 
Let fall all the rain within this rose garden 
Let it fall and wash away what is best for those stalks 
That there grow. 
Still I have seen the sight 
Of color dancing very still 
Like a forest painted by hippies-tye-dyed 
to perfection. 
A drab personage seeking color-seems a paradox to me. 
Music and Girls and God 
I'm the Ace of Hearts 
(except my own) 
And the Jack of All Trades 
(except those that are useful) 
And I have a goldfish who darts at the walls 
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while my cat stares at him for enlightenment 
& discipline not to scratch on the couch 
or wriggle on the floor and flash the world. 
It's just kind of funny to watch. 
Except, sometimes, I wish 
to listen to a girl drowned in red-hair 
and burdened with a Scottish accent. 
I just want to listen to her Scots-Jazz 
and try to take in every note for memory 
or future song. 
(Laughs and rolls his eyes) 
Ohhh ... hhhgggmmm ... gurgle, gurgle ... 
I've sewn a shirt for me to wear 
I wonder if he'll like it. 
Do you think he will? 
In front of God. 
You haven't seen it an' I'm not 
goin' to tell you about it either. 
"No, Sir, I can't account 
For all my sins, I didn't know THAT was 
One ... Oh yes, Sir, I feel pretty bad 
About it...penance an' all that stuff. .. " 
While this friend and that 
Stroll streetwise testing brass doorknobs, 
What can we all do? 
I think it's hysterical-
Yep they found one-and there are the blue lights. 
My father built fires. 
Always thinking of winter 
he'd spend summer standing 
in piles of slabs at sawmills. 
On cold days he might leave 
the stove door open, 
so sons could watch flames rising, 
passing into each other, 
while he stood behind them 
watching them grow like the flames; 
starting as small glazed balls 
He built fires 
by Seth Kiser 
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and then exploding. 
And so always thinking of sons 
at the end of two weeks, 
he'd wait in the lines of a bank 
to make deposits. 
He too had a wife, and catching sparks 
o wet hickory or maple 
was sometimes easier than keeping 
affections ablaze. 
But always thinking of his wife 
he never paid attention to the thoughts 
hat things might be different. 
My father built fires. 
He found out early that it took more 
than just split wood to keep a house warm. 
He died like most men. 
On his belly. 
Sleep ending in some mangled choke. 
A lady rolling him over at noon, picking 
up the phone to say "he's dead." 
And who knew of the cancer 
that had rotted his back, ate his back, 
uncovered blotches left for the neighbors' 
"my God's" and "who could have known." 
Except 
the dogs. He told them everything. 
Confessions 
Ginger and Jim coming underneath yellow porch light, 
to shake their smelly fur and listen for table scraps. 
And the secrets he whispered when he gave himself 
to the ears of dogs. 
The animals trying to steal-away only to be brought back 
by a broken voice 
trying to make sense of a passing world, 
trying to mold late Autumn's motions into a stiller night, 
while raised fist helped bring a soft thunder 
to the muffled air of last speeches. 
And to think of the confessions that were told to dogs, 
each utter that called to be anointed by warm tongues. 
As if they understood his words, 
in the wag of their tails, the barks, the licks. 
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When it was just some of the things dogs do, 
like the hair that is shed 
when they lie on our laps. 
On these nights that the catfish 
aren't being lured with blood, 
we bait our own thoughts 
with slurred remembers 
and cast for our old-selves, 
that like those bottom feeders, 
swim deep under 
the current of our skin, 
looking for the scent of a yesterday. 
And how quick the smell 
can bring memories 
to surface 
in the shallow saliva 
of our mouths. 
How quick our words 
can catch time 
and expand its scales 
from length's truth. 
How quick our lives 
can be fish stories. 
When the last barge 
of midnight's run, 
brings the tide of dawn 
in light waves, 
these campfire embers 
will die. 
Let these fresh caught lies 
die too. 
Let them gasp for existence. 
So that we might bring 
our pasts 
to a better view. 
Just as the first light does, 
down a river's wide corners, 
when the fog lifts, 
and we see on all sides. 
On the Riverbank 
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Valentino, 
you poor bastard, 
the sun has been old 
in your absence, 
taken down 
inventoried 
re-invented, 
boxed up and moved. 
The hills of Hollywood 
will never be the same, 
but of course, 
you're well beyond that now, 
Valentino. 
Does it matter to you 
that the youngsters 
are all well fed? 
It wasn't like that 
in your day, 
but you can remember 
selling yourself wholesale 
out on the boardwalks, 
taking the unknown 
into your vein. 
What's it like to talk 
with God, 
Valentino? 
Does he still share 
your stone cold 
dime store 
philosophy? 
does he still long 
for good times gone by? 
The floods and Job, 
the Serpent, 
the Garden? 
All seems like yesterday 
eh, 
Valentino? 
Back when a man was a man 
and a broad was a broad. 
What stone aged religion 
did you follow then? 
The Golden Calf or the Snake, 
or maybe just some frightening female, 
one you could never quite shake? 
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Valentino 
by Jarrod R. Lowe 
You and Jesus 
both had a thing for her, 
didn't you 
Valentino? 
She was tall and mean 
just how you liked 'em. 
She took no shit, 
especially from you. 
Her legs were the only 
things you admired about her. 
But, what's past is 
only prologue to you 
smashing that left-handed limousine 
through the castle's front gates, 
allowing yourself to become 
the party crasher to the world. 
But oh, Valentino, 
this world was carved for you 
out of some old timer 
cookie-cutter images 
which you painted yourself 
out on some sandy 
graveyard beach 
and sold on some quiet 
L.A. street. 
You were then born 
Green into Satin gin joints 
the Electric booze halls 
all before you could barely talk. 
You took whatever sad songs 
they'd give you for free, 
those Acid Jazz bass lines, 
the foot tapping Blues, 
anything to fill up your 
tragic lifetime soundtrack. 
And how did you use these songs? 
Only for the backgrounds 
of backseat trysts, 
only as targets for 
point blank rampages. 
You used that music 
to force them to their knees 
and swallow down 
what you dubbed as "sorrow." 
Wasn't the .45 good enough? 
You had to use the 
whole goddammed arsenal 
to get your feeble points across. 
But you made it, 
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told them where to take their lies 
and where they could stick it. 
But the moths grew fat that year, 
the summer of '53, 
when the California beaches were new to you, 
when your prey wasn't prepared. 
You drove out onto Melrose, 
not concerned about Johnny Law, 
or that fourteen-year-old seamstress 
riding naked shotgun to you. 
I'll bet your own smile blinded you that day 
and led you back into Hollywood 
and into those backstage politics 
that you bark about now. 
Damn you, Valentino. 
You're old 
and your curse has yet to be broken. 
You've been frowned upon 
by grifters and carnies, 
gypsies and slaves. 
Your muscle and your mouth 
had carried you this far, 
but where for art thou now? 
You're down. 
You're lonely. 
You 've barely a friend in the world. 
Despite what your contemporaries 
warned of you, 
or in spite. 
You took to the waves 
with both sails swollen. 
You pushed them past the brink, 
but they took all your pride, 
all your money. 
They left you shattered and stoned. 
You're back there on that boardwalk now, 
Valentino. 
Your courage and your Karma 
have all but left you. 
Your eyes won't focus anymore. 
You'll die a shell of a man, 
Valentino. 
Alone, 
broken. 
You're the last of a dead generation. 
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Pennies dancing on your dirty floor-
Beautiful Blackness 
by Barry Lee Reynolds 
Lazily lying in your small bed-innocent, white, pale and black. 
Popping the bouncing bubbles in your fish tank I stare at you while you sleep-
Your chest-it rises and it falls, just like our spirits. 
Books placed on your shelf-tell your life and what I wish for mine to be. 
I appear strong-below my skin I am weak-
The World depicts what is good-I think I want it-
Touched by my small fingers are your binoculars-
What do you see when you look at me? 
Missing the closeness that could have occurred-I wish to cry. 
You sleep-I run my finger down that deep groove in your back-
It feels good-I touch your soul. 
Detergent under your bed-it's generic. 
I dream for you to own name brand. 
Why are you permitted the lowest when you deserve the best? 
As do we all-we are left unhappy once more-
Sleep-1 crave it but am denied-I continue ... 
Mysterious Mystery 
blond hair-blue eyes-! !teacher's pet!!-
nicest child in the entire kindergarten class. 
OH!-he is-oh so quiet-so to himself-
SO well behaved-so respectful. 
THE BEST LITTLE BOY IN THE WORLD! 
almost too good-is he as good as we think??? 
as the "world" thinks?-of course he must be! 
yawn he thinks-yawn-
SHHHHHHHHHH ! he's got a secret... 
eighth grade boys with that fuzz-
above their pouty lips--cigs protruding from them-
giving each of their buddies a friendly ... 
fist on the shoulder-showing masculine & ... 
aggressive love-the one tries to fit in-"let's drink or-
do some drugs-hey chick you like some of this? 
who-I'd like to fuck her" he says. everyone just... 
laughs-ha ha ha big tits-yeah man yeah, his buddies say-
what does that one hide? 
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SUBSTITUTE TEACHER-wow-
he's at the local high school-fresh from college-
smart, intelligent, courteous, clean cut, 
handsome, energetic, light, witty, friendly-
isn't he the one always willing to help out people??? 
"why how do you do?" he says-"fine fine" was his weekend-
"my life is going good"-very good-VERY GOOD! 
"love doing this job til a stable one comes along"-good, good. 
what is the secret? 
lights-OH!-state police man-uniform-asshole? 
blue-red-white-blue-red-white-those lights! 
mr. what's his name-knows my granny-
so straight forward-his grandmother is-yes, yes-
friends with my granny-very masculine, macho, 
guns, shooting, hunting .. . yes-a hunter, he does hunt! 
it's kind of like a game-searching for the prey an·d all-
there is so much to lose ... turning 35 next year-single ... 
what is hidden? 
feeble old man running the fruit stand-setup near-new 80-
I think-look at him! such gray hair-white even!! 
those pale blue/gray eyes-glazed they are! and that paper thin skin-
weak of... the work of his life-HE IS HIDING SOMETHING! 
his precious wife of (f-o-r-t-y) forty years-
she loves him SO much-patting him on the hand-
small kiss on the lips-a mere peck-love? 
look how he's hiding something! 
On the first day of autumn. 1999 
by Karen M. Telford 
"They always close the door when someone dies." 
Why do they shut us away, as if we were monstrous? 
Close the door against love and touch and talk 
Leave us to the care of machines 
and programmed humans. 
Death IS a part of life. Not one death but millions. 
It is exhalation. 
You are not the person you were before you read this. 
That person is dead! 
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Each minute dies, each day ... 
Some days stretch endlessly 
some pass in a poignant flash. 
Who is to say how long a day should be? 
All days are perfect. 
"Is it a perfect sky, Richard?" 
"Well, it's always a perfect sky, Don." 
And do we fear the sunset? hardly! 
It is the culmination 
It is the celebration of the day. 
Don't tum your face from my dying. 
Celebrate with me. 
I will paint my sky 
with salmon pink lavender amber 
and deep deep violet 
It is my parting gift to you. 
Look at me, I'm dying. 
LOOK AT ME. 
Taken For a Ride 
by Jewell Hunter 
I don't know how to ride. As a matter of fact, I am afraid of horses. But my nine-year-old son, Nathan, 
sees the sign that reads-HORSE RIDES $2.50, CHILD MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT. I'm 
sure the first few words are all he sees and the fact that I might be afraid and not trained to ride does not enter 
his mind. 
Nathan loves horses and riding. A couple of years earlier he had taken lessons offered through the local 
community college. I didn't want him to miss out on experiences simply because of my fears left over from 
childhood. 
Mom, Dad, my two older sisters and I lived in town until the year I turned seven. Then Dad bought a 
farm out in the country. Until then I hadn't been around any animals other than a stray dog or two. I remember 
seeing that huge, brown horse grazing in the pasture on the other side of the fence that separated our property 
from our new neighbors', and I was terrified. 
Being smaller than most kids my age only made him seem more enormous. I stood there transfixed with 
fear as I watched black lips barely covering huge, yellow teeth as he chomped on the green grass at his feet. 
Then he raised his head and looked straight at me with two big, bulging, black eyes. I just knew I was going to 
be his next meal. Those three rows of fencing weren't very high. I figured he could jump it if he wanted. I'd 
seen horses jump much high fences on television. 
We had to walk through the pasture to get to the school bus stop each day. Helen and Reba, my sisters, 
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usually walked on ahead because I couldn't keep up. So every day I would walk real close to the fence and 
hope that horse wouldn't see me. I found out the fence was electric, that's why it wasn't very high. So I had to 
be real careful not to get too close and touch it. My sisters knew I was scared, but never missed a chance to 
remind me that horses bite, but cows don't. Sometimes I would get so scared I'd pee my pants before I got 
home. I sure wished we'd had another way to get to the bus, but Dad hadn't built the swinging bridge over the 
creek that ran in front of the house yet, and we weren't adept to jumping from one rock to another to cross the 
creek. All I could do was hope I didn't do anything to draw that horse's attention to me. I just knew that if we 
made eye contact he would become aware of me and come charging. So I would keep my head straight and 
peer out of the corner of my eyes. I was scared of the cows too, not because I was afraid they would bite but 
just because they were so much bigger than I. 
"Come on, Mom, please," Nathan pleads. 
"Nathan," I remind him, ''I'm the only adult around and I don't know how to ride. And this is not the 
time to be learning. Besides, I'm scared of horses." Undaunted by either my logic or my fear, he persists. 
Since I have always been his provider and protector, and since he is so totally comfortable with horses, I don't 
think my fear is a reality to him. Feeling guilty because he doesn't have a father around to do these things with 
him, and inadequate over my own abilities as a substitute, I finally give in. 
"OK," I tell Chuck, the man in charge of the horses, "I don't know how to ride, and I'm scared of 
horses. Can you put me on one that I can handle?" 
"Sure, we've got just the thing. Anyone can ride this one," he says as he leads out an old nag with a 
dirty gray coat and bulging black eyes. She looks docile enough, I naively think, as he lines her up behind the 
more spirited horse Nathan is seated on. Surely I can handle her, I try to assure myself. Looking up at the huge 
beast with dread, I wonder how I let Nathan talk me into this. 
Heck, I don't even know how to get on the thing. I do know there is a right side and a wrong side but I 
can't remember which is which. What could I have been thinking, I admonish myself. I actually have to mount 
this creature and stay on it for at least 30 minutes. Scared but determined, I look to Nathan for help. 
"What do I do, son?" 
"Hold on to the saddle horn and put your left foot in the stirrup then throw your right leg over her back," 
he instructs me. After a couple of false starts and a heave-ho to get my weight off the ground, I straddle that 
monster and feel I have accomplished something by just getting up there. The trainer puts the leather reins in 
my hands and tells me to tug gently left or right to get her to go in the direction I want. Easy for him to say. 
Riding horses had definitely not been in the plans as we left for the park this morning. I feel like an 
idiot as I sit perched atop that horse, my legs spread in an unbecoming manner as though I am ready to give 
birth. Modesty be damned, I think as my sundress crawls up my naked thighs and I keep repeating to myself 
how much I love my son. Otherwise, I would not be in this humiliating, fearful situation. Why isn't a man 
around when I need one. Damn my ex to hell anyway! 
Nathan's dad and I have been divorced for about four years. When I left Florida for Kentucky, I took 
Nathan and the car. Jim obtained his freedom to live the life of a swinging bachelor, which didn't leave much 
time for his son. At times I find it overwhelming trying to fulfill the role of both parents, but I'm determined to 
die trying. 
There are only the three of us on this ride-Chuck, Nathan, and myself; in that order too. You would 
think they would have put me in the middle since I am the only one not knowing what I am doing. Even though 
I know my son needs to be there for safety's sake, I also know he can handle a horse and I would gladly trade 
places. But no one asks me. 
Well, at least I'm trying. I sit up straight, clenching the reins in my hands, and try to slip my feet in the 
too short stirrups when I look up and notice that Chuck and Nathan have already moved down the path without 
me. Does he think I am joking, I think as I tug on the reins and yell "giddy-up go" to my horse. But she just 
sits there. So I try squeezing my legs into her belly like I thought I had seen on the movies. Nothing. 
Nathan looks back at that moment. "Come on, Mom, you can do it." 
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Well, I would love to come on if I can just get this horse to cooperate, I think. 
I throw my hands up in a symbol of resignation. "Kick her in the sides," Nathan yells. So I gently dig 
my heels into each side and wait for that miracle of movement beneath me. Still nothing. 
"Come one, Maude," I whisper. Figure I best give her a name since we will be spending some time 
together and, like it or not, I'm trusting her to get me back on the ground in one piece. 
I kick a little harder, not wanting to hurt the horse or end up with a full galloping machine beneath me 
that would, more than likely, end up with me deposited on my backside somewhere. Patting Maude gently on 
the neck, I coo, "Good girl, you're such a good horse. Come on, let's go." I figure some child/horse psychol-
ogy couldn't hurt. Maude just ignores me. It never works on Nathan either, so I don't know why I bother. 
"You dirty, smelly, soon-to-be dog food," I mutter under my breath. "You better move so I can catch up 
with my son if you know what's good for you." 
I don't know if she senses my unspoken threat or if I accidentally kick in the right spot with the right 
amount of pressure, but that darn horse begins to move down that well-worn path like a boy scout on a camp 
out, as I clutch the reins in my now white-knuckled fists and hold on with gritted teeth knowing I am paying far 
more than $5.00 for this ride. I also know that my son had damn well better be having fun, because I certainly 
am not! 
I can't even enjoy the scenery, which I'm sure must be beautiful, because I have my suspicions that this 
horse knows I am inexperienced and has chosen today to come out of retirement just to make me sweat. 
As we finally move along the path, much too fast for my comfort, I continue to talk softly and tell 
Maude what a good horse she is, trying to convince myself more than her, as she edges me closer and closer 
into the trees on my right. 
"Don't you run me into those trees, Maude," I shout. "Move over, we're too close. Hey, are you listen-
ing to me?" I yell. Pulling on the reins does not deter her. She continues to ignore me as tree branches smack 
me across the face and my leg grazes a tree trunk. 
"Maude, move over," I scream in desperation. Thinking I had better move, since she wasn't going to, I 
swing my right leg up over Maude's back and prop it against the back of her neck to keep it from being smashed 
or ripped off. Then she stops dead still for no apparent reason, while Nathan and Chuck ride on ahead oblivious 
to my predicament. Maybe she doesn't like my leg on her neck and this is her way of letting me know it. I 
guess neither of us are enjoying this ride. 
I pull on the reins and kick her in the sides while she stands there shaking her mangy mane, gazing at me 
out of the corner of her eye, with lips pulled back exposing enormous teeth and gums, and laughs at me. I guess 
I'm the biggest joke to cross her path in a long time. Well, I'm not laughing. 
Exasperated, I yell to the two in front of me. "Somebody had better tell me what I'm supposed to do." 
No one is listening. I'm on my own with a horse with a mind of its own. I feel like pounding my fists 
into Maude's leathery hide and letting the tears flow. 
I'm hot, sweaty and scared, more than a little irritated, and feeling very unloved at the moment, but my 
pride won't let me give in. After all, what would Nathan think if he saw his mom reduced to tears simply 
because she couldn't control her fear or a let-out-to-pasture horse. So angry at myself for ever getting on a 
horse, and frustrated with this stupid animal beneath me, I dig my heels hard into her sides and hang on by my 
thread of determination as she begins to gallop. We finally catch up. It's a good thing Maude knows the trail 
because I'm certainly being taken for a ride. But I'm still on the horse and not the ground, so I figure I'm doing 
something right. 
Just as I start to feel a little more confident about my situation, I notice that the trail crosses the paved 
highway just ahead and then continues on the other side. Oh no! I can just see the headlines now. HORSE 
AND RIDER COLLIDE WITH VEHICLE AT STATE PARK. 
"Please God," I pray, "Don't let there be any traffic on the highway until we get across." I watch as 
Nathan and Chuck cross safely to the other side. Then I edge up to the pavement, nervously looking left then 
right as I clutch the reins a little tighter. 
Maude moves at a snail's pace as I hold my breath, willing her to cover the distance quickly. By the 
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time we reach the earthen trail again, the reins have made permanent indentations in my hands. This is simply 
too much fun for one day, I think sarcastically. 
Nathan looks back to see that I have made it across safely. We exchange smiles, a bit nervously on my 
part, and he turns back around. I guess he figures since I'm still in the saddle that everything is fine. 
The trail continues for another half mile or so. I wish that I could enjoy the remainder of the ride, but 
the tension in my body does not subside. Relaxing is out of the question. 
None too soon, the path comes to an end and we are back to the starting point. Well almost. That mule-
headed mare stops over 100 yards away from where Nathan and Chuck are dismounting, so I just let her stand 
there as I clumsily freed my feet from the stirrups and slid down her fat belly to the ground. Let her get to the 
starting place by herself. I have had enough! 
Nathan runs to meet me all excited about his ride, and just as happy to see that Mommy actually rode a 
horse without falling off. I take his hand in mine and look steadily into his eyes and with mock sternness say, 
"If you ever dare to think that I don't love you, I want you to remember this day." 
"Ok," he replies, looking up at me with pride. "Mommy rode a horse! Let's do it again." 
HoUow Angels 
By Florence Cherry 
If I climb down off of the hill that I heard my father say protects our small river town from tornadoes, 
will the red monster be waiting for me? In which of the hundreds of maple trees, standing quietly in line along 
the cement sidewalks, will it be eagerly crouching so it can jump down on the sidewalk in front of me, turning 
my body into cold gray stone? 
I can see the whole town below me as I sit on a steel beam of the electrical tower that was built on top of 
the hill. The blue, green, gray, and brown colored roofs of the houses make a faded patchwork, like the quilts 
my widowed grandmother makes from the family's old clothes. It seems to cover the whole town all the way to 
the edge of the river that flows through the valley. The river flooded the valley in the 1930's, and the trees 
along the river's bank bow as it flows by. The trees know too which one is stronger. 
The path leading to the crest of the hill winds like a giant snake between the trees, and the tall summer 
grass at the bottom of the tower waves in the morning breezes, seeming to welcome me each time I climb the 
hill to watch the town. I like to pretend that the electrical tower is a king's silver crown whose jewels of rubies, 
diamonds, and emeralds have fallen to the ground a long time ago and are now covered by time. Sometimes, if 
I climb the hill early enough, I like to believe I see glimpses of those jewels in the wet grass, but those jewels 
that I see are only the reflection of the sun on the morning dew. 
Down below, the two-story yellow clapboard house with the brick-red shingled roof is my house. It sits 
on a corner lot on the first row of houses at the bottom of the hill. Every night at midnight, when the local radio 
station signs off with "Mr. Sandman," I look out my open bedroom window to see if my wish on the first star I 
saw that night put the jewels back on the tower's dark skeleton frame. Maybe some night, the moon will reflect 
off thousands of jewels and chase away the darkness. 
Earlier this morning, before I took the path to the tower, my mother, with her crossed legs pushing her 
stomach up to meet her plump breasts, was already sitting on her telephone chair in the dining room, gossiping 
with a woman friend who lives three houses down from our house. Her water-swollen hand, with a lit cigarette 
stuck between the fingers, was tracing the edges of the deep, white scar of her shinbone where my father had 
kicked her two years ago. 
The morning sun was shining through the white metal slats of the window blind, and her eyes seemed to 
disappear in the stripes of shade and sunlight that crossed her face. It looked to me like she needed to go back 
up the river, to the place where they take her every time she has a breakdown, and get those treatments that 
shock her. 
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She was talking about Viola to her friend on the telephone. I have seen my father's latest fling, riding 
around with him in his lime-green Chrysler. Her long, coal black hair and violet eyes fit her name. Her hair 
was blowing around his face, and her left hand, with its long, blood-red fingernails, rested easy on the back of 
his blond head. My father's green eyes stared through me when they passed, and the fat green and chrome 
fenders on the back sides of the car looked like two sharks in the hot wavy air, cruising side-by-side down the 
red-bricked street. The tree-filtered sunrays splashed shadows on top of the car from front to back, making it 
seem to disappear and reappear, over and over. The tires made a flap, flap sound on the smooth brick, and 
gradually all I could hear were the sounds of a hot summer day. 
It's a lot cooler, here on the hill. The wind blows stronger and can even carry the sound of the train's 
whistle from across the river all the way to the tower. The train whistle sounds different when you are far away 
from it; as if the wind has caught a lost and lonely echo. The train runs past Grandmother's house, and its 
whistle always reminds me of the summer I learned about my mother's breakdown. 
I was visiting my grandmother and my cousin Nola and I were sitting on Grandmother's front porch in 
the wooden swing, pushing it back and forth as high as it would go. Nola still has what my mother calls a baby 
belly at the age of eleven, and her glasses are so thick I never know for sure when she is looking at me. 
We were listening for the sound of the train whistle so we could wave to the pale, blurry faces of the 
passengers flashing quickly by on the C&O. At the same time, we were listening for the sound of my 
grandmother's footsteps coming out of her kitchen so she would not catch us pushing her swing too high. We 
had been caught many times before because we got the giggles and forgot to listen for the shuffling of her 
leather house slippers on the worn linoleum floor. 
The odor of her fresh cooked green beans and the oldness form inside her house mingled with the smell 
of the coal dust in the humid air of the summer evening. The voices of my grandmother and Aunt Vishi, Nola's 
mother, drifted from the screened window by the swing. Suddenly, the tone of my grandmother's voice 
changed to an angry one, and Nola and I quickly stopped the swing with our feet. We were afraid she had heard 
the loud squeak the rusted chains make when the swing is going too high. 
We listened as Grandmother told Aunt Vishi that my mother was crazy because my father had beat her 
head against the wall once and that his catting around all over town did not help matters. 
"He brought his craziness back home from the Philippines with him," she said in a knowing voice. "The 
memory of killing those twelve-year-old boys drives him to drink too much." 
By this time, Nola's eyes were wide with shock behind her thick lenses as Grandmother's voice rose 
even higher. "My daughter sneaking around with that red-headed Nearl during the war was bad enough, but 
telling that husband of hers that his first-born son was not of his flesh is piling sin on top of sin. I blame her for 
my grandson being whipped with that damn razor strap, woods colt or not." 
I had looked away form Nola's wide-eyed stare and saw the caboose of the train disappearing down the 
railroad tracks. As I watched, I imagined I saw Mother standing on the caboose dressed in a fancy black-belted 
red dress, red high heels, and a red hat with a black net veil covering her face. One hand was on the rail to 
steady herself and her other hand was pointing upwards to the top of the caboose where the red monster was 
frantically reaching to grab the tree limbs that came close to the train as it sped past. Just as the train faded 
away, she lifted the veil from her face and her gray eyes were gleaming with tears of happiness as she waved 
goodbye. 
I was looking back at Nola when I heard Aunt Vishi hiss at Grandmother to hush up, and I remember 
wondering why I hadn't noticed before that day that Nola's eyes were the same shade of gray as my mother's. 
My great-grandfather Clemson was the one who really went away on a train. He was taken from the 
hills when Grandmother was a young girl and sent to an insane asylum because he had lined up my grand-
mother and her four sisters and was going to slice them to pieces with his knife. He got better and came back, 
but he never would go out into the daylight and tend to the farm. He raved about the sun burning through his 
eyes and trying to scorch his soul. Aunt Vishi told me that he used to read the Bible for days at a time, trying to 
understand it. He even tried to read his Bible in the middle of the night by the moonlight, sitting with his back 
against the fodder bin out in the field. According to Aunt Vishi, he must have finally understood what the Bible 
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was trying to tell him because one night he told by great-grandmother, with tears in his eyes, that he was going 
back home to the insane asylum. He walked out of the dark hills and down to the train station. The caretakers 
of the asylum found him early the next morning sitting on their front steps with his Bible wrapped in an old 
brown shirt. They took him in and my grandmother never saw her father again until the day they buried him 
with his gnarled hands folded over his Bible. I know that Grandmother disagrees with Aunt Vishi because I 
have heard her say that her father was a monster and there was no way, even in hell, he could have understood 
what the Bible was trying to tell him. 
It must be around noon, now, because, I can see my older sister coming out of our front door, heading 
for the soda fountain at the drugstore to meet her friends. She will have a smug smile on her face today, be-
cause I'm not tagging along with her. From up here, she looks like the walking doll with silvery blonde hair 
that I got for Christmas last year; except my sister's hips swing back and forth a lot more than my doll's. She 
spends most of her time curling her eyelashes until they touch her plucked eyebrows and listening to 45s on her 
record player. 
My mother made my sister take me to the movies with her and her girlfriends last night. They had 
screamed and cried out Elvis's name throughout the whole movie and later went into the bathroom to smoke. 
She had threatened to tell all of the boys in the movie house that I was wearing a bra if I did not take a drag 
from her cigarette. With strands of gray smoke curling around her head, she taunted me over and over again 
with her favorite words- "Speak ass, mouth won't." Finally, in an angry whisper, with her red lipstick smeared 
all over her top teeth, she told me that I embarrassed her because I wouldn't talk to anyone. 
"One of these days," she hissed, "your damn lips are going to grow together and you'll never be able to 
talk at all!" I would like to wish the red monster on her, but I am too afraid of that wish coming true. 
There goes the old rabbit lady with her blue sunbonnet on her head. The rabbit lady is a lot nicer to me 
than my sister is. She is heading for her backyard to feed the rabbits. Her bonnet looks like a robin's egg form 
up here. She lives across the street from my house and lets me visit the rabbits whenever I want. Her house 
reminds me of a wooden birdhouse painted with whitewash that has been hanging in a tree for one hundred 
years. She has a goldfish pond surrounded by trees, and beyond the pond are hundreds of rabbit cages made out 
of chicken wire and wood. It's always dark and damp back there, and the grass is dead on the paths between the 
rows of cages. Stacked three cages high are white, pure black, and brown spotted rabbits making babies all the 
time. The babies are born without fur and cannot see. They remind me of the old rabbit lady with her pink, 
wrinkled face. 
She gives me the same lecture every time I visit. Telling me not to stick my fingers through the wire 
because the rabbits would be so frightened that their hearts would just stop beating. Last summer, she let me 
hold one of the albino rabbits while she cleaned out his cage. The musky odor of the rabbit droppings was even 
stronger as she whisked them out into the hot air. The rabbit's fluttering heartbeat against my hand and its red 
eyes reminded me of the red monster. Had it been here looking for me? I had wanted to scream, to warn the 
old rabbit lady to watch out for it. But had I told, I am sure it would have creeped out one night, when the moon 
was just a sliver, and stuck its big red fingers through the wire cages and all of the rabbits' heartbeats would 
have stopped because of me. 
Aunt Vishi just pulled into our driveway in her big black Plymouth. It looks like a giant waterbug from 
up here. Grandmother makes her come by every week to see my mother and find out how she is feeling. Be-
fore the hour is gone, they will be screaming at each other. Aunt Vishi will come stomping out of the front door 
with her fat legs jiggling and her face will be almost as red as the patent leather purse that she will have 
clutched to her chest. I am right; here she comes. I will not hear any stories about my Grandfather Rufus from 
her today. 
Grandfather Rufus died on his farm up in the hills of a heart attack before I was born. He was part 
Cherokee and part Black Irish, with shiny black hair and blue eyes. He had moved Grandmother, their six 
daughters, and one son out of the hills into town during the Depression so he could find work. They had already 
buried two babies who had died of whooping cough. Aunt Vishi told me that Grandmother was never the same 
after the deaths of Charlie and Bessie Mae. Grandmother was pregnant again by the time they moved from the 
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farm to the little white house by the railroad tracks. 
That baby, who was never named, was born dead, and Aunt Vishi said she was a blue baby. Grandfather 
Rufus wrapped the dead baby in his white hankie and placed her in a cardboard shoebox. He told Grandmother 
that all of his little angels had to be buried on the farm so he could be near them when it was his time. He 
walked and hitched-hiked for three days, all the way to his farm, and buried her on the little hill with Charlie 
and Bessie Mae. He marked her grave with the smoothest, biggest rock he could carry. 
It was after the war and during an early spring when his time came. He had moved his family back to 
the farm when Aunt Vishi was still a young girl. Grandfather had a white stallion, and it was this horse that was 
the cause of his death. It kept mounting a heifer that was heavy with a calf. Aunt Vishi said she couldn't figure 
out if the stallion was blind or just plain stupid. 
Grandfather's heart wasn't very strong and the only doctor lived miles away. That spring, Grandfather 
had been using a stick to beat the stallion off the heifer, but one morning it was too much for him. According to 
Aunt Vishi, he sat in pain all day on the bottom step of the wooden stairs leading to the attic bedroom where my 
mother and aunts slept. My uncle had been sent to bring the doctor, but the creeks were up and he had to go the 
long way through the hills. While waiting for the doctor to arrive, Grandfather leaned his head against the 
handrail of the stairs he had built himself and died. 
The wooden coffin had to be floated across the swollen creek and when he was finally at rest in his last 
sleep, Grandmother spoke of how he had foretold his own death. As Aunt Vishi tells it, Grandmother remem-
bered an early morning soon before he died when she and Grandfather were standing in the doorway of their 
house. Grandfather said, "Mary, it's going to be an early spring and an early death for me." Aunt Vishi said 
that Grandmother did not say anything back to him because she had always believed that if you talk out loud 
about your own death, it was as good as done. 
I wish that Grandfather hadn't spoken of his death so he would be alive today. He could fist the red 
monster in the nose for me like Grandmother told me he would fist his mule in the nose when it would not move 
for him. 
She told me the story of the mule last summer. I was sitting on her front steps and watching a lizard I 
had caught trying to scurry past my bare feet. It was changing from a bright green to a pale beige color in the 
hot sunlight, as if it thought I wouldn't see it that way. The lizard lived in Grandmother's white snowball 
bushes that blossom on each side of the porch steps every summer. Grandmother was talking to me in her 
preachy tone she gets sometimes as she swept the coal dust off her porch. The dust was flying up in the air and 
settling on my head and on the heads of the white flowers like black pepper as she said, "We didn't live high off 
the hog during the Depression, you know. Your grandpa had to ride that damn mule into the county seat in the 
dead of winter and try to get some of the food the government was giving out free. He never got nothing be-
cause that mule wouldn't get going for him. The food would be all gone by the time he got there. He'd get real 
disgusted and stand right in front of that mule with the worn butt of his trousers hanging down almost to the 
back of his knees. Then he'd raise his fist high up over his head and bring it straight down on top of the mule's 
nose with all his might." 
After she said that, there was a long silence. I looked up to see Grandmother raising her broom high 
above her white head of hair and slamming it down on the wrought iron porch railing so hard that it vibrated. 
Startled, I looked into her gray eyes set deep in her hot flushed face behind her wire bifocals and saw anger 
there. The only time Grandmother raises her broom at me is when I am pestering her to death, but this time it 
wasn't me. It was the memory of that mule. It was as if the beast was still stubbornly alive and Grandmother 
was taking mean pleasure in whacking it with her broom. 
When she saw me looking at her, she pulled an old white hankie of my grandfather 's out of her dress 
pocket and wiped the beads of sweat form her wrinkled brow and upper lip. She took a deep breath and started 
talking again in a hoarse voice. 
"Anyhow, that's the only way your grandpa could get the mule a moving. We did get a dry bag of 
creamed wheat one time, but we fed it to the mule. We didn't know what it was until later, when we moved into 
town." Angry at the thought of good food being wasted on a useless mule, she poked the broom handle into my 
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back and said in an irritated voice, "Now quit messing in the coal dust with your bare feet. You'll just put it all 
back on my clean porch. And let that damn lizard go before it pees all over your hands!" 
I remember thinking that day as I watched the lizard disappear under the white flowers that if lizard pee 
was all I had to put up with, I wouldn't need Grandfather. In my mind, stupid horses and stubborn mules in a 
quiet hollow in the hills aren't much compared to a red monster in a small town. But then again, I could be 
wrong. Maybe my burdens, that Grandmother calls life, aren't as heavy as my grandfather's were. Maybe he 
just wouldn't be up to watching over his baby angels and me too. They probably need him more than I do so I 
better not wish for that either. 
A wide shadow is moving over the town. I can hear the distant sounds of an empty tin can being kicked 
across a sidewalk and the kids calling for an ally-all-in-free in a game of kick-the-can. It is time to go back 
home now, down to the yellow house. 
At the bottom of the hill, I pause to look up at the electrical tower keeping its silent watch over the town. 
My king's crown is not shining anymore. Grandmother once told me that long ago, way before her ancestors 
settled in the hills, a volcano spewed diamonds all over the hollows like rain, making thousands of tiny rain-
bows in the air, and now they lay under the ground on her farm. One day, and it must be soon, I will dig them 
up and make the tower glitter with jewels once again. 
If I can get past the last maple tree, I know I will be safe from the red monster. As I pass under its limbs, 
I look up. The last of the sun's rays are shining through the leaves. Dust particles shimmer all around the red 
monster's red hair and his red freckled face is bright against the green. Quietly, my older brother calls to me, 
"Hey, sis, where have you been hiding all day?" 
A light wind blows gently. It sounds like a sigh. My heart flutters against my ribs as I tum back toward 
the hill. Behind me, I hear the thud of his feet hitting the sidewalk and I know he has jumped down from the 
tree. But there, just above the darkened tower, is the first evening star shining faintly in the sky. As I tum again 
to face my brother, I know soon my Grandfather Rufus will come to take another one of his angels back to the 
little hill on his farm, where the jewels in the ground will glitter all around me. I know he will because I wished 
for it. 
Close Encounters of the Kurt Kind 
by Jeff Spradling 
Chapter One: First Meeting 
Listen: I met Kurt Vonnegut Jr. at a fund-raiser for a women's college library in Midway, Ky. It was 
Nov. 8, 1997. I had said a prayer that morning in hopes that pressing flesh with the author would make some of 
the magic pass from his hand to mine. 
By the time I shook has hand, I was trying to not come to grips with the fact that my literary hero was 
just an old man, full of insecurities, foibles, and one last crappy novel. I forked over 25 bucks for a signed copy 
of his new book. At least the money went for a good cause. I can remember reading every one of his novels and 
almost laughing to tears as I turned page after page. I've read a hundred pages into his new book, Timequake -
a work of loose fiction and non-fiction based on the premise that time does a 180 degree tum and repeats the 
years 1991to2001. I have almost cried at the fact that he should have given up writing before starting the book. 
Lately, Vonnegut is into painting. I also forked over $159.00- including nine dollars tax - for one of 
his signed and numbered prints, number twenty of one hundred, signed by the painter and sure to be worth 
enough in 15 years to pay for part, if not all, of my daughter's college education. It was a steal for 159.00, a real 
steal. And though the painting isn't that good - a caricature self portrait titled Self Portrait #3 - it is still quite 
a bit better than the book. 
I consoled myself about the novel, saying even this funny, satirical genius is entitled to one crappy book. 
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What scares me now is that he said at the fund-raiser he believed he had one more book left to write. I'm hoping 
I either misheard him or that he'll see the light and stick to painting. 
And, at 75, I guess Kurt Vonnegut Jr. is entitled to a shitty day, too. After all, he didn't realize that 
perhaps his most dedicated fan was there at Midway College on Nov. 8, 1997, to steal some of his spirit and 
magic. He didn't realize I was there when I stood close and drank in every stare. He didn't even realize I was 
there after I caught his attention for the first time and blurted out my appreciation speech of perhaps two lines. 
"Now, what do you do?" he asked. 
"I teach English at Union College," I answered. 
"In Schnectady?" he asked. That town had appeared in his books somewhere, I knew. It is also men-
tioned, along with Union College of Schnectady, in his new book. 
"No," I said. "In Kentucky." My response seemed to disappoint him. 
I felt a waft of heat from the pressing crowd and moved away from my hero to give him room to 
breathe. The crowd was beginning to wear on him. The heat was building. I felt even more unnoticed as the 
crowd engulfed me and another person took my place only inches from him. 
My hero, Kurt Vonnegut, didn't notice me a second time when I toted my 150 dollar (retail value 300 
dollars) signed and numbered lithograph into the little anteroom where he sat greeting his adoring fans who 
were trying to gobble him up whole. He didn't notice me when I shook his hand and held it tight and waited for 
the magic to pass. His grip was firm and warm, except for the back of his hand which felt cool against my 
thumb. 
I had no words to say to him other than to repeat what I had said at our first meaningless encounter. 
"Thank you for all of your literature. It has meant a lot to me over the years." My mind was frozen beyond that 
point. He looked at me with bleary red eyes and refused to answer some inane question I asked about which of 
his books he liked best. 
I felt sorry for him. He was having a crappy day. Someone had stolen his raincoat that he had taken off 
when he first came into the crowded, noisy library. Kurt was mad as hell. A man from the college said the 
distinguished guest had some prescription medicine in the coat pocket. I guessed Vonnegut was really mad 
because he needed a cigarette from the pack in his coat pocket. The author stormed through the crowd like an 
indignant pensioner in the waiting room of a VA hospital. He was looking for his coat and fuming because it 
was gone. Vonnegut threatened to leave after only an hour of his scheduled two-hour visit. Everyone in the 
library was pissed, too. 
I looked where his coat had once been, and there was now an expensive looking dark, green coat. 
"Maybe the thief traded him," I mused to myself. 
Needless to say, the coat incident had foiled a glorious encounter with my hero, Kurt Vonnegut Jr. He 
was too mad and too preoccupied to realize that the heir to his literary throne was standing right before him 
trying to be grateful and humble, trying to capture some magic. 
"I don't know how they expect me to entertain all of these people!" he fretted. 
I stuck a magazine in his hand and asked him to sign an article which was a reprint of a speech he had 
given to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the end of World War II. The war had a big impact on him. He 
was a soldier and a POW. He wrote a famous book loosely based on the experience. He also blathered about the 
horrors of that war in his new book. 
Vonnegut turned over the magazine I handed him and looked at it puzzled. "I've never seen this," he 
commented. 
"They probably stole it from you," I quipped, but I gathered he didn't appreciate a joke about being 
ripped off. I took the signed article and left quietly. My hero was having a crappy day. 
By the way, Kurt Vonnegut got his coat back. Sid brought it to him. Sid was one of the Union College 
students I had taken to the function as part of a school trip. Incidentally, Sid was also the one who stole the 
raincoat because he thought it would be cool to own. Sid was also the one who'd left his expensive winter coat 
to replace the one he had stolen. It was probably worth - in actual value - twice what Kurt's cheap raincoat 
was worth. 
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When Sid heard there was prescription medicine in the coat, he felt the compunction to return it. He 
managed to short circuit the line of adoring fans who'd read every book Kurt Vonnegut ever wrote. Sid, by the 
way, had never read anything by the nationally-known, best-selling author. Sid waltzed right into the room and 
presented Kurt's coat along with a thin story about how his friend, whom he had asked to grab his coat, picked 
up the author's coat by mistake. 
Vonnegut was happy to get his coat back, as happy as he'd been the whole day, as happy as a nicotine 
addict with a new carton of cigarettes. My hero actually exchanged pleasantries with Sid. He autographed Sid's 
pack of Marlboros and dated it 1118/97. Sid had nothing else for the author to sign because he didn't own any of 
Vonnegut's books, and he wasn't about to fork over $25 for the new one. After all, Sid had, as he later ex-
plained, left the man a coat which was worth twice as much. 
"It was really cool having 200 people buzzing about me and not even know who I am," Sid bragged 
later. He reasoned that he was probably the only person in America who had ever stolen Kurt Vonnegut's coat. 
Oddly enough, that also was probably the only magic at the function. Sid was, in fact, the only person 
there who brought my literary hero any joy that day. 
Funny how things turn out. Kurt gives thousands of dollars to a library only to have his coat stolen. 
Later, the very same coat thief ends up being the one to restore happiness. It all seemed like a scene from a 
Vonnegut novel. 
"Perhaps," I thought, "the library should put up a sign in the lobby that says: 'Watch your coat, your hat, 
and your ass.' " 
Chapter Two: Sid's Jinx 
Sid put on his coat, and the realization of what he'djust done caused a shiver colder than the icy wind 
whistling up his ass. It was Nov. 11, 2013. Sid was 37, and it had been 16 years since he'd worn a coat. He 
pulled the coat tighter around his beer belly and zipped it up. The chill from breaking his streak of bad luck with 
coats was harder to shake off than the cold weather. 
It was November 11-Armistice Day, Veteran's Day. 
The wind whistling up the crack of his ass made Sid wish the coat was longer. He pulled up his pants. It 
was a cold day, a rainy day. Wind blew the hair off his neck and shoulders. It was a windy day. It was Nov. 11, 
2013, and Sid was late for his sophomore literature class. On this day, - at 10: 13 a.m. - Sid was 37 years and 
a few weeks old and finishing his bachelor's degree, started nearly 19 years earlier at Union College, 
Barbourville, Ky. 
November 11. Something about this particular day made Sid search for its hidden meaning. It wasn't 
Armistice Day, which he finally learned about in his fourth attempt at American History Since 1865, History 
202 at Union College. Ms. Barbara Stringer taught the class every time Sid took it. He first signed up for it in 
1998 in his third freshman year. In 2010, Sid signed up for it a fourth time and attended class for the first time. 
It wasn't Veterans Day that made Sid wonder about the hidden meaning. He learned about Veteran's Day after 
writing an editorial about it for the Union Express in 2008. 
Sid walked the three paces from his doorstep to his truck. He had managed to find a way to park on the 
porch to keep walking at a minimum. Sid fumbled through his glove box for a cigarette to start the day, fishing 
out a crumpled and yellowing Marlboro hard pack. It was empty, and he started to toss it back in the glove box 
when the black ink on the pack caught his eye. A squiggly, almost pictograph, signature anointed the pack along 
with a date: 11/8/97. 
Sid turned on the radio as he drove to class. "Birthdays today," the radio voice said. "Author Kurt 
Vonnegut is 91." 
Sid eyed the glove box suspiciously. He pulled to the side of the road and retrieved the empty cigarette 
pack. He remembered perfectly now just who had signed it. "Kurt Vonnegut. That cruel bastard! It's him. He 
gave my coat back!" Sid exclaimed. 
It had been 16 years since Sid had worn a coat, 16 years since he'd managed to even keep a coat long 
enough to fight off the winter chill, and coincidentally, 16 years since he'd stolen Kurt Vonnegut's coat at a 
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library fund-raiser in Midway, Kentucky. Not one coat in 16 years had made it to Sid's shoulders - not the 
cool, handsome Marlboro Cowboy jacket given to him in 2005 by a sugar momma from Barbourville. She 
wasn't the greatest looking woman at her age, Sid mused, but the old broad had money and threw it around 
nicely. She also made a hell of a roast beef dinner. The Marlboro jacket was stolen from the back of her Cadillac 
while she and Sid were eating fried bologna sandwiches at Chang's. 
Sid also never wore the thousand dollar Russian great coat, tailor made by a prestigious northern Euro-
pean coat maker. Sid ordered that coat about 10 years into his coatlessness, thinking it would keep the wind off 
of his ass. That coat never reached Sid, although he pre-paid for his order. The coat manufacturer went out of 
business a week after mistakenly shipping the coat to Minot, North Dakota, where a plains farmer wears it to 
keep the wind off of his ass. Sid also never wore the $600.00 Pierre Cardin bought by his sugar momma to 
replace the Marlboro Jacket. That particular jacket was lost after Sid's truck was towed from the last remaining 
illegal parking spot on Union College's campus - the yard of the president's home. Sid also never got to wear 
the swell blue parka, or the ultimately phat Antarctic expedition coat, which was way too much coat for any of 
the 19 winters he'd seen in Barbourville. That coat was stolen by a homecoming spirit group who used it to 
adorn a mannequin they sat atop a toilet seat which was placed on top of the chapel. Several Knox countians 
who'd come in from the holler mistook the mannequin for someone they'd seen stealing their marijuana plants 
and opened fire on it. There wasn't much left to wear after that. 
Now, in 2013, 16 years later, Sid's wearing a coat wasn't something to be taken lightly. He left his truck 
parked on the road side and lit a half-smoked cigarette he found in the ashtray. He studied the coat on his arms. 
It was old and dark green. Sid realized he hadn't seen it since Nov. 10, 1997, the day it was stolen from him in 
the Union College cafeteria. 
He accused Fred Cooper of stealing it, but nobody really ever knew for sure. "Fred, you cruel bastard," 
Sid protested there in the hallway of Centennial Hall at 1 p.m., Nov. 10, 1997. 
Fred said something then that seemed to seal Sid's fate with coats. "It's the law of karma," Fred said 
smugly, referring to Sid's theft of Kurt Vonnegut's coat only a few days earlier. Fred made the statement with 
just enough inflection to make everyone wonder if he really had stolen Sid's coat. Fred was a much better actor 
than anyone at Union College ever realized. 
Incidentally, Fred had financed the last 12 years of Sid's attendance at Union College, which, in 2013, 
cost $23,987 a semester for tuition. Fred became wildly successful in Hollywood as a director and producer. He 
got his first break in 2001 after winning the best picture award at the Cannes Film Festival for his first full-
length film Sid and Fred's MFing Movie. He and Sid wrote and produced the movie and after the film festival 
were invited to Hollywood to meet with Stephen Spielberg. Sid ended up being late for the meeting because he 
was taking pictures of a hooker on Sunset Boulevard. Fred made the meeting and signed the multimillion dollar 
contract without Sid. To keep Sid happy, Fred had to buy him off, and that included the cost of putting Sid 
through college, which as of the Fall 2013 semester, had cost $465,000, including $13,000 in parking fines and 
tow bills, and another $7 ,500 for coats. 
Sid looked at the dashboard clock. It was 10:23 a.m. There would be no dignified way to enter class 
now. He decided to drive to Corbin and shop for a new coat. 
Chapter Three: Coat Theft, Take II 
Kurt Vonnegut awoke to the weak, but still annoying, beep of the wrist watch on his night stand. It was 
10:23 a.m, Nov. 11, 2013, and his 9lst birthday. The watch had awakened him every morning for the past 16 
years at exactly the same time. It was an annoying little bastard but a nice watch all the same, and he hated to 
get rid of it. 
He lifted the watch from some asshole kid who'd stolen his coat 16 years ago at a fund-raiser in Mid-
way, Ky. The guy had returned the coat after an hour or so and offered a lame story about how the coat was 
taken by mistake. To get even, Kurt pulled an old stunt he'd learned in World War II. He lifted the kid's watch 
right off of his wrist, and his victim was none the wiser. It was a pretty good deal and made Kurt awfully happy. 
The author also got his coat back with a bogus story about having prescription medicine in the pocket. All he 
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actually wanted was a cigarette. 
Now Vonnegut, 91 years old and tired of waking up at 10:23 every morning, sat up and bed and studied 
the watch. He decided it was time to end the watch's hold on his morning sleep. The retired author picked up a 
wing tipped shoe and smashed the watch. 
Vonnegut, during his writing career, had written many times about a time loop. He called it a chrono 
synclastic infidibulum in his famous book Slaughterhouse Five. In a chrono synclastic infidibulum, a person 
faded in and out of scenes in his life. One minute he could be eating cake at his seventh birthday and the next 
moment be eating his neighbor's wife in the back seat of her Cadillac 30 years later. A person caught in this 
time loop spent eternity reliving scenes from his life. In Timequake, Vonnegut describes a time vortex where the 
clock is set back and everyone does everything over again for 10 solid years. There is no room for free will 
because history must repeat itself in a time quake. 
Unbeknownst to Vonnegut, the smashing of the stolen wrist watch created a time disturbance similar to 
those described in his novels. Both Vonnegut and Sid were zapped back to November 8, 1997, to a fund-raiser 
for the Midway College Library. 
Sid sat in a seat and studied the crowd huddling around author Kurt Vonnegut on the far side of the 
library. He spied Kurt's cheap raincoat on the floor and contemplated taking it. He studied the crowd and saw a 
beautiful Marlboro cowboy jacket. For some reason, the sight of the coat made him think of fried bologna 
sandwiches. 
Sid studied Kurt Vonnegut's raincoat closely and decided to trade jackets with him, reasoning that this 
act would not be theft since the author's coat was rather cheap looking. He pulled off his jacket and noticed his 
watch had stopped at 10:23 that morning. "What the hell's wrong with my watch!" Sid said to himself. 
••• 
In a philosophy class on the campus of Union College in Schnectady, New York, sat Lillie 
Bumperwhistle, who would in the spring of 2014, take a job teaching English at Union College in Barbourville, 
Kentucky. The philosophy class was discussing one of the popular "What If' questions that has followed man 
throughout civilization. "What if you could go back and relive the past? Would you do anything different?" the 
professor asked his class. 
Ms. Bumperwhistle, incidentally, would acquire Sid's broken watch from Kurt Vonnegut in 2013 after 
the author smashed it with his shoe and after the entire world had relived the last 16 years. Being a die-hard 
Vonnegut fan, Lillie had hunted her author hero down on his birthday in 2013 to wish him happy birthday and 
ask for an autograph. She didn't get to meet him but saw Vonnegut leaving his apartment that morning and also 
saw him throw a watch into a waste basket on the sidewalk. Lillie retrieved the watch and kept it for a souvenir 
to remember her favorite writer. 
In the Spring of 2014, Sid would take Lillie Bumperwhistle's American Literature class. It was the last 
class he needed to graduate. Sid would turn in a paper for her class that ultimately kept him from passing the 
class and from graduating in the Fall of 2013. The assignment had been to write an essay on the consequences 
of free will. Sid wrote about stealing Kurt Vonnegut's coat in 1997. The paper offended Lillie Bumperwhistle so 
much that she failed Sid for the semester. 
••• 
For the time, however, which was still November 8, 1997, for Sid and Kurt Vonnegut and Lillie 
Bumperwhistle and the rest of the world, Sid sat and debated whether to take the author's coat or not. He 
thought about free will and decided convention and pre-destination argued for leaving Kurt's coat alone. Sid 
could not abide convention or the idea of predestination; so, he quietly exchanged his coat for the one on the 
floor and slipped out of the library. 
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Contributing Artists and Writers 
Kenneth Casper is a graduate student at MSU studying adult and continuing education. 
Florence Cherry is a nontraditional undergraduate student at Morehead State University. Her major is BSW. 
She has had several poems published in ENVOI, an Ohio University Southern Campus literary publication. The 
Ohio University Southern Campus is located in Ironton, Ohio and is also Florence's birthplace. She credits her 
interest in creative writing to Philip K. Coots, a professor of English at Ashland Community College in Ashland, 
KY. 
Eric Collins has been writing for well over sixty years, and it has been in these sixty years that Eric has found 
his voice in the poetic realm. He feels that poetry is indeed something that comes from the heart and finds no 
use for notions of a controlled poetic atmosphere. He has come to appreciate the flowers in the spring and the 
clear night of winter starry skies. He looks forward to another sixty years of fruitful writing and also looks 
forward to joining his contemporary Robert Pinsky for a game of golf and glass of Mimosa. Eric is currently 
sponsored by Microsoft and Nike. 
Deidre C. Conn was born in Dayton, OH. She has lived in St. Paul, MN; Chicago, IL; Milwaukee, WI; 
Daytona Beach, FL; Hershey, PA; and Mobile; AL. She was raised in Kentucky since the age of six. She was 
able to read by age two. She is a substitute teacher with the Russell Independent School System. Her hobbies 
include collecting antiques-especially perfume bottles, jewelry and books. 
Sashcha Cox is a senior at Morehead State University. She will be graduating this December with a bachelor of 
arts degree with an area of concentration in art. Sascha is thrilled to be a part of Inscape. 
Denise Elaine Fernandez is from Sabah, East Malaysia. She has a BA in art with an area of concentration in 
graphic design. She is currently a graduate student at Morehead State University studying studio art. In her 
piece, "Healing ... ," she is exploring universal beliefs in the cycle of life as well as the emotions related to these 
beliefs which cross all cultural boundaries. 
Bonnie C. Hall is presently enrolled in an advanced poetry writing class being taught by Dr. Tim Skeen at 
Prestonsburg. She lives in Stanville, KY. 
Honette Haynes is from Ironton, OH. She is a senior and plans on graduating this December. She is an art 
major and has attended MSU since Fall 1995. 
Tim W. Holbrook is the chief photographer at Morehead State University, a position he has held for the last 
four years. He earned a B.A. degree in art from MSU and is currently pursuing a master's degree. He has been 
published in numerous publications and magazines such as Sports Illustrated, Bowling, and BlueGrass Unlim-
ited. He is a member of several professional organizations including University Photographers Association of 
America. 
Jewell Hunter is a mother, student, and writer and cannot imagine her life without any one of those titles. 
Dave Jones is a junior English/Philosophy double major with a minor in creative writing and a growing addic-
tion to poetry. When two of his last poems were accepted for the previous edition of Inscape, he was pretty 
shocked. For him, writing is an intermittent affair. To sit and try to write something always seemed to produce 
the things he thought were barren of real emotion. Therefore, his accepted poems are an accumulation of 
several months' of writing. 
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Jarrod R. Lowe is 23-years-old and was born on the banks of the mighty Tug River of Kentucky. He has 
existed in Morehead (in one form or another) his entire adult life. He eventually plans on leaving Rowan 
County to pursue his writing at some other geographical location within these United States. 
Jessica Mefford is a senior at Morehead State University. She is studying to be an art teacher. She has recently 
started doing abstract images and enjoys the freedom that comes with it. She enjoys printmaking and wishes to 
expand her knowledge of the medium. 
Jason Ratcliff has been interested in art since early childhood. He has been an art student at MSU since 1997. 
His piece featured in this issue of Inscape is one of his favorite figure drawings, the reason being that the model 
posed in a casual position which allowed him to draw in a loose and relaxed manner. 
Mike Rayburn is a senior business major who has recently discovered a passion for photography, especially 
photographing interesting people. He attempts to capture their SJ:?irit and character in his images. Through this 
photographic examination and celebration of others, Mike continues his own spiritual journey, and he hopes 
viewers will also be moved by his work. "Thinkin" was the first black and white photograph Mike took for his 
Basic Photography class, and it remains one of his favorites . Having access to MSU's photography classes has 
been a major factor in his successful pursuit of his goals with photography. 
Barry Lee Reynolds was born in Litt Carr, Kentucky, where he graduated from Knott County Central High 
School. Editor of Knott County High School's r:iewspaper, he exhibited an active interest in all genres of com-
position and prose. Other activities he was involved in include the publication of Knott County's Best Cook-
book, membership in the National Honor Society, and participation in various technology conferences through-
out the state of Kentucky. He currently attends Morehead State University, pursuing a Bachelors of English 
with a double minor in creative writing and computer information systems. 
Denver Saunders is a sophomore at MSU and is a Rowan County native. When he isn't drawing, reading or 
playing guitar, he can be found surfing the internet. 
Naomi Sheehan is a senior art major living in Morehead. She likes to draw, paint, play music and practice 
Kung Fu. The lithographic print appearing in this issue of Inscape is about a dream she had. She was washing 
her hands and she looked up into the mirror and she had two faces. 
Jeff Spradling is director of Marketing Support at Morehead State and is from Wellington, Ky. He received an 
MA in English from MSU in 1992 and an AB in journalism in 1986. 
Karen M. Telford is a graduate student at MSU. She lives in Wellington, KY. 
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